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Lorcán Black
THE GORSE FIRE

The moon is astonishing the sky.
The mother of all pearl,
bald in her white gleam,

and the virginal purity of it—
incredulous and bright as an eye
over the fires that burn in the furze. 

The stark gold spikes of the gorse
shrivel like heretics, they burn in a purge—
their hot petals ascending in soot.
 
See? 
This is our evidence—
they are guilty, their branches—
how they crackle and snap.

Smoke strangles the wilderness,
rolling its carpets of carbon monoxide.

In the Hollow, the foxes are crying—
each cough bled down to a hacked bark.

The bushes are lethal as faggots, 
the fires are ringing them in
so that I can’t bear to look at them. 

Their vague, stricken shapes 
scurrying in a mass, 
frantic about the black center,
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the center of the end
in a halo of flame.

On the wind sparks and ash rise
in a flurry, brilliant and effortless.

Smoke rolls down the slopes.
Sirens blare in the distance.

The foxes huddle and are still.

The Hollow smokes and blackens,
and the skulk drops into silence.

The moon sees this.

She too is stricken, look—
she has covered her face in ash.

LORCÁN BLACK
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Lorcán Black
UNTITLED

I am like Venice: 
Whatever is mere streets in others
Within me is a dark streaming love.
       —Yehuda Amichai 

We are thirty
and childless—
what is there to stress about?

The City-boys at twenty-two 
swaggering in their tight blue suits
across London are ill-prepared.

By forty, they’ll be hollow-eyed 
chasing paper, keeping their mistresses 
wet and writhing with misery 
at the thought of their wives,

their gaudy caves of fat, wailing, 
instantly gratified babies
and the wives, the wives—

their stilettos viciously clicking 
over the pavements of Marylebone,
echoing—regret, regret.

Look, 
we are so fortunate—
here is a terrace covered with lilac.
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There is wine in our glasses,
and the kind face of the waiter.

At the end of the street,
there is the glittering sea.
By evening the tables will be littered
with candles.

What is there to worry about?
There is you and I,
there is candlelight.
Lilac stewing its odours in sunset.

Out in the cobbled street, 
a small dog chases a child with a ball.

LORCÁN BLACK
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Lorcán Black
RAINSTORM

All evening the sky has been unloading
its grief on the roof
and the wind berating the slates.

In the streetlight, I was sure it was your shadow
cracking between the flashes of lightning, 
passing ghostlike over the glass in the door.

Accidentally, I got drunk 
awaiting a crunching of gravel,
your footsteps on the hall floor.
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